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1

On the
Job
In a field, a man stands with his dog. He
whistles at her. She runs after a flock of
sheep. The sheep go where she guides
them. The man whistles again. This time,
his tone is different. The dog runs back to
the man’s side.
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It is a busy day in the city. A woman walks with her
dog. They stop at a crosswalk. Cars zoom by. Then
the light changes. Now it is safe for them to go.
The dog steps onto the street. He leads the woman
across. She cannot see, so the dog is her guide.
There are 90 million dogs in the U.S. Most have one
role. They are pets. Others have jobs like these two.
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Working dogs have special talents. Some are natural
traits. One is a strong sense of smell. Search dogs
rely on this. They sniff for missing people. Chasing
prey is another skill. Herding dogs chase livestock.

FAST FACT: The average dog is as

smart as a two-year-old child.
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Eager to Please
Most dogs want to please. They are pack animals.
This means they live in groups. Dogs obey a leader.
That is the alpha dog. A working dog sees its owner
as the alpha. They want to do what their owner says.
This makes them easy to train.
Puppies are born with many skills. They must be
trained to work. This is not hard. Most are smart.
They can learn hundreds of commands. Trainers
offer rewards. Food is one. A toy is another. Play is
often the biggest reward.

FAST FACT: A favorite game dogs

play with their trainers is tug-of-war.
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HAPPY DOGS
Not all people like their jobs. It can be the same with
dogs. A good match is important. Energetic dogs are
good for herding. They are not as good for therapy.
Calm dogs are better for that. Studies show that most
dogs like their work. This is a good thing for people.
Dogs have been helping them for a very long time.
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Glossary
avalanche: a large amount of snow that suddenly
slides down a mountain
blood sugar: a source of energy in a person’s body;
also known as glucose
breed: to choose a male and female animal of a
certain kind for the purpose of having babies
collide: to bump or crash into
debris: broken pieces left after something is
destroyed
detection: the act of discovering something
diabetes: a disease where the body cannot use
sugar normally
domesticated: made tame over time; no longer wild
empathy: the ability to understand and share
someone else’s feelings
evolve: to develop into something more advanced
over time
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